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Abstract. Tracking of rigid and articulated objects is usually addressed within a
particle filter framework or by correspondence based gradient descent methods.
We combine both methods, such that (a) the correspondence based estimation
gains the advantage of the particle filter and becomes able to follow multiple
hypotheses while (b) the particle filter becomes able to propagate the particles
in a better manner and thus gets by with a smaller number of particles. Results
on noisy synthetic depth data show that the new method is able to track motion
correctly where the correspondence based method fails. Further experiments with
real-world stereo data underline the advantages of our coupled method.
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Introduction

Motion tracking and human pose estimation are important applications in motion analysis for sports and medical purposes. Motion capture products used in the film industry
or for computer games are usually marker based to achieve high quality and fast processing.
Marker-less motion capture approaches often rely on gradient based methods [13,
3, 19, 7, 10, 18]. These methods estimate the parameters of a human body model by
minimizing differences between model and some kind of observations, e.g. depth data
from stereo, visual hulls or silhouettes. Necessary for minimization are correspondences
between model and observed data. The main problem of these correspondence based
optimization methods is, that they often get stuck in wrong local minima. From this
wrong estimated pose they can usually not recover.
Other approaches like particle filters [5, 11] try to approximate the probability distribution in the state space by a large number of particles (poses) and are therefore
unlikely to get stuck in local minima, because they can follow and test a large number of hypotheses. However, to be sure that the “interesting” region (typical set) of a
high-dimensional state space is properly sampled, a large amount of particles is usually
necessary [15, 2].
To take the advantages of both approaches, we combine a particle filter based approach [15, 11, 6] with correspondence based gradient estimation.
The effect can be interpreted in two ways: (1) Following the local gradient within the
particle filter allows to find minima (including the global minimum) with less particles
and (2) enhancing the gradient descent method with multiple hypothesis helps to avoid
to get stuck in local minima.

The key to our approach and the main difference to a particle filter like CONDENSATION [11] is the gradient descent for each particle and the merging of particles.
Particles, which are close to each other after the gradient descent, are merged into a single particle. Then, the idea is to re-distribute (propagate) the particles in a way that takes
into account the local shape of the likelihood function. That way the number of particles
can be greatly reduced while maintaining the ability to follow multiple hypotheses.
We will discuss our new approach in the context of marker less motion tracking
from a single stereo view with two cameras. There is a wide variety of stereo algorithms
available differing in quality and processing time. Commercial stereo cameras calculate
depth data on chip using a simple algorithm [20] in real-time and keep the CPU free.
Other more sophisticated algorithms need up to multiple minutes per image pair [8].
We will at first discuss relevant work within the field of motion tracking. Then,
introduce our body model and the motion parameterization, which are used in the correspondence based optimization. The next section briefly explains important aspects of
particle filter tracking methods, which are necessary for the combination. Then, results
on synthetic data and real motion sequences are given, that show the advantages of the
combined motion tracking. The last section concludes the paper with a short discussion
of the presented achievements.
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Related work

Motion tracking of the human body is addressed in the literature with different methods.
A recent and extensive survey of vision based human motion tracking can be found in
[16]. Approaches relevant to this work arise from different directions depending on the
kind of input data, e.g. depth data or images, and the number of cameras. Visual hull
approaches have shown to give very accurate results [13, 3]. They build the visual hull
of the person from segmented images of multiple cameras and then fit a template model
to the 3D hull. Usually some kind of gradient based optimization is utilized to estimate
the motion parameters of the model. Fitting the template model directly to segmented
images is another possibility as done in [19], where it was shown, that the marker-less
approach has an accuracy similar to marker based tracking.
Similar to the visual hull approach is [12], where multiple stereo cameras observe
the motion of a person. The resulting 3D points are then used with an Extended Kalman
Filter to estimate the upper body motion.
When only two or less cameras are used for motion tracking, particle filters [11]
or particle filtering methods are utilized [5]. Their advantage is, that multiple tracking hypotheses can be followed, because a large number of particles approximates the
posterior probability of the system’s state. Therefore, the tracking is not prone to get
stuck in local minima and multiple hypotheses can be followed. This ability to track
multiple hypotheses is very useful, because body parts can become occluded, if only
a single viewpoint is used. Then, the occluded motion has to be ’guessed’ in order to
track successfully, when the occluded body part becomes visible again. However, if full
body motion with 30 DOF is to be estimated the number of particles can approximate
the posterior distribution only within a small region in the state space. Therefore, once
again it is likely to face the problem of local minima. Otherwise the number of parti-

cles has to be increased, which increases computation time. For 30 DOF the necessary
amount of particles can result in a computation time of up to multiple hours per image frame of a video sequence. However a parallel processing of particles is possible.
Our approach decreases the amount of necessary particles significantly and allows such
processing in reasonable time.
Motion tracking from a single stereo view as in this work has been addressed before
in [4], where the human is modeled with 6 cylinders and motion can be roughly tracked
with 10Hz. The authors use projective methods, which are inferior to direct methods as
they state themselves in [4], but are easier to implement and require less computation
time (no comparison is made). In [18] a direct approach is taken, where a human model
consisting of spheres (meta-balls) is fitted to stereo data silhouettes from a single view.
Due to the high number of estimated parameters, the method is not real-time capable.
Both methods use a correspondence based gradient descent method, which requires
manual initialization and can get stuck in local minima.
In [17], 3D body tracking is done using particle propagation. The Zakai Equation
is applied to model the propagation of probability density function (pdf) over time in
order to reduce the number of particles.
In a previous work [10] we showed that our direct approach is able to track upper
arm motion with 5Hz and can therefore compete with the projective method of [4]
according to processing time. Here we present a combination with a particle filter that
allows us to track very noisy arm motion and complex full body motion of the whole
body from stereo data alone, even though body parts are temporarily occluded.
A nice review on Monte Carlo-based techniques can be found in [15]. Classical
papers about particle filtering are Condensation[5, 11], Sequential Importance Sampling
[6] and sequential Monte Carlo [14].
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Body Model and Motion Parameterization

Fig. 1. Left: The body model with rotation axes shown as arrows. Right: The difference (small
blue lines) between observed depth point and nearest model point (black boxes) is minimized.

The motion capabilities of the human model is based on the MPEG4 standard, with
up to 180 DOF. An example model is shown in Fig. (1) left. The MPEG4 description
allows to exchange body models easily and to re-animate other models with the captured motion data. The model for a specific person is obtained by silhouette fitting of a
template model as described in [9].
The MPEG4 body model is a combination of kinematic chains. The motion of a
point, e.g. on the hand, may therefore be expressed as a concatenation of rotations [10].
As the rotation axes are known, e.g. the flexion of the elbow, the rotation has only one
degree of freedom (DOF), i.e. the angle around that axis. In addition to the joint angles,
there are 6 DOF for the position and orientation of the object within the global world
coordinate frame. For an articulated object with p joints we describe the transformation
of the point p within the chain [10] as
m(θ, p) = (θx , θy , θz )T +
(Rx (θα ) ◦ Ry (θβ ) ◦ Rz (θγ ) ◦ Rω1 ,q1 (θ1 ) ◦ · · ·
· · · ◦ Rωp ,qp (θp ))p
where (θx , θy , θz )T is the global translation, Rx , Ry , Rz are the rotations around the
global x, y, z-axes with Euler angles α, β, γ and Rω,q (θi ), i ∈ {1..p} denotes the rotation around the known axis with angle θi . The axis is described by the normal vector
ωi and a point qi on the axis.
Eq. 1 gives the position of a point p on a specific segment of the body (e.g. the hand)
with respect to joint angles θ and an initial body pose.
If the current pose is θ t and only relative motion is estimated the resulting Jacobian
is:

∂mx 
x ∂mx ∂mx ∂mx
1 0 0 ∂m
∂θα ∂θβ ∂θγ ∂θ1 ·· ∂θp

∂m 
∂m ∂m ∂m ∂m
(1)
J =  0 1 0 ∂θαy ∂θβy ∂θγy ∂θ1y ·· ∂θpy 
∂mz ∂mz ∂mz ∂mz
∂mz
0 0 1 ∂θα ∂θβ ∂θγ ∂θ1 ·· ∂θp
The derivatives at zero are:
∂m(θ, p)
∂θj

= ωj × (p − qj )

(2)

θ=0

where j ∈ {1, .., p} and q j is an arbitrary point on the rotation axis. The simplified
derivative at zero is valid, if relative transforms in each iteration step of the Nonlinear
Least Squares are calculated and if all axes and corresponding point pairs are given in
world coordinates.
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Gradient Enhanced Particle Filtering

Because our method combines the advantages of gradient based optimization methods
with particle filtering, we give now a brief overview of important aspects of both. Then,
we present the combined algorithm and discuss the main differences to particle filters.

4.1

Correspondence Based Pose Estimation

Correspondence based methods for pose estimation of articulated objects minimize an
error function with respect to motion parameters. The human body can be modeled as
an articulated object, consisting of multiple kinematic chains.
It is common to assume that the shape and size of the body model is known for
the observed person, such that the minimization is only with respect to joint angles and
the global transform. In that case, the kinematic chain simplifies to a chain of rotations around arbitrary axes in space Given here is a short description of the estimation
algorithm, for more details see [10].
Estimating the motion of the human body from given 3D-3D correspondences (pi , p˜i )
is done here by solving a Nonlinear Least Squares Problem. The minimization yields
the joint angles and the global orientation and position. For n correspondences the minimization problem is given as:
min
θ

n
X

2

|m(θ, pi ) − p˜i |

.

(3)

i

To find the minimizer with the iterative Gauss-Newton method the Jacobian of the residual functions, Eq. (1), is necessary.
The points pi and p˜i form a correspondence. For each observed point p˜i the closest
point pi on the model is sought. Therefore, different observed points can have the same
corresponding model point. This is shown in Fig. 1 right, where each correspondence
is shown as a small blue line and the model points are drawn as black boxes.
The minimization problem is solved with the dampened Gauss-Newton method[1],
which is similar to the Levenberg-Marquardt[1] method. Dampening ensures that the
parameter change does not increase infinitely, if the determinant of the Gram matrix
J T J is close to zero, which can happen when a body part is largely occluded. The
solution is found by solving iteratively:
θt+1 = θt − (J T J + λI)−1 J T r(θ t )
(4)
where the Jacobian J is given in equation (1), I is the identity matrix, λ is the dampening value (set to 0.1) and r(θ t ) is the vector with current residuals. For each point there
are three residuals, one for each component (x, y, z):
ri (θ t ) = m(θ, pi ) − p˜i

(5)

and ri = (rix , riy , riz ).
The optimization consists of two loops: The Gauss-Newton method (GN) loops until it converges on the given set of point correspondences. Because the correspondences
are not always correct, new correspondences are calculated again after convergence of
the GN. Then, GN starts anew with the improved set of correspondences. This Iterative
Closest Point (ICP) method [1] can be repeated until convergence. However, the gain
in more then 3 ICP iterations is very small, therefore we usually apply only 2 or 3 ICP
optimizations. We will use in the following the term “gradient tracking” in order to refer
to this technique.
It is important to note, that the Gauss-Newton optimization is more efficient than a
standard Gradient Descent and requires less control parameters. However we will refer
to it as “gradient tracking”, because both methods rely on the gradient.

4.2

Particle Filter

The new method borrows some ideas from particle filter methods like CONDENSATION [11]. Particle filter approaches aim at estimating the posterior probability distribution of a system state z t at time t, the person’s current pose in our case, from
observations I1 , . . . , It :
p(z t |I1 , I2 , . . . , It ) ≡ pt (z t )
Z
=
p(It |z t )p(z t |z t−1 )pt−1 (z t−1 ) .

(6)

z t−1

In this equation the state space is randomly sampled according to pt−1 (z t−1 ) and
propagated according to a motion/diffusion model p(z t |z t−1 ). A likelihood probability
p(It |z t ) for each particle is calculated, which reflects how good the observations fit to
the hypothesis (the position of the particle in the state space). The posterior probability
is then approximated by the weight and density of particles within the state space.
The major problem with these approaches is, that the number of necessary particles
usually needs to reflect the dimensionality of the state space[15, 2]. If full body motion
with 30 DOF is to be estimated the particles can usually approximate the posterior
distribution only within a small region in the state space.
If depth data is the only input, calculation of the likelihood requires computation
of differences between observed points and model surface. One way to compute these
differences is a nearest neighbor search as described in the previous section. This search
is, however, expensive in terms of computation time. Therefore, methods are desirable,
which reduce the number of particles and allow to distribute the reduced set of particles
in the most important regions of the state space.
4.3

Combination

In order to get by with a smaller number of particles, we apply the gradient tracking
(section 4.1) to each particle. Since similar particles move to the same optimum, they
can be merged with an appropriate adaption of the particle weight. The state space posterior probability is approximated in a particle filter by the particle weights and their
spatial density. A possible weight adaption is the average of merged particle weights.
However, all merged particles are nearly at the same position in the state space and
therefore have nearly the same weight (likelihood). As a result it is sufficient to assign
them the same weight. Another possible weight adaption is the addition of weights.
However, these would favor large flat valleys in the posterior probability surface, because all particles within in this valley will descent towards the same minimum. This
will also lead to a clustering of particles at specific positions, which is not desired,
because we want to track as many hypotheses as possible. If the merged particles are
redistributed in the next time step only according to a fixed motion model and diffusion model, it is likely that they end up in the same locally convex region (valley) and
again merge at the same position in state space. Each valley can be understood as one
likely pose hypothesis. It is desirable to track as many hypotheses as possible with a
fixed amount of particles. To increase the number of tracked hypotheses and decrease

Fig. 2. Principle of the combined method. Particles whose position is within a specific area after
optimization (black dashed circle) are merged into one particle (red circle).

the amount of particles per valley, the particles need to be redistributed at the next time
step of Eq. (6) according tho the size and shape of their valley. This can be understood
as enhancing our rather simple motion model (fixed velocity) to include the shape of
the local probability surface.
In order to achieve this, we merge all particles after optimization, which are close
t−
to each other according to some distance d. In detail, if we use N particles z t−
1 , . . . zN
in our particle filter, then we have after the merging M < N meaningful particles
z t1 , . . . z tM left, and N − M particles were merged into the remaining M particles.
Then, in order to distribute the particles in the next time step optimally, we estimate
the size of the locally convex region by computing the covariance Σi of all those part−
t
ticles. Let z t−
i1 , . . . z ik be the particles that merged together into the particle z i . The
−
at the top denotes the particles before their gradient descent and merging, t denotes
the time step. The final particle z ti (without the − ) after gradient descent and merging
(red circle in Fig.2) is the one with highest likelihood and is used as the mean for the
covariance:
K
1 X t−
t T
Σi =
(z j − z ti )(z t−
(7)
j − zi )
K j
where K is the amount of particles, which merged into z ti . It is important to note that the
covariance is calculated from the particles before the gradient descent and merging. Fig.
2 illustrates the merging. The blue lines show a few steps of the gradient descent for five
particles. They are within a certain region (the black dashed circle) after optimization
and therefore merged. The idea is to distribute particles in the next frame outside that
locally convex region (valley), because otherwise they would end up again at the same
position and give no additional information about the state space. Thus, at the next
time step t + 1 N new particles are drawn from the remaining M particles of time
step t according to the prior pt+1 . Then, each particle is propagated according to some
motion model f (z t+1− ) with added Gaussian noise. Let the particle z t+1− be spawned
off from the particle z ti . The covariance of the above Gaussian is given by the covariance
Σi of the original particle z ti .

Our gradient enhanced particle filter can be summarized as follows: Input to our
algorithm are the depth points for the current image frame and an initial pose in the
beginning. The steps of the algorithm are for each frame similar to a particle filter
method except for the gradient descent and the merging of particles.
1. Only at the first frame: Distribute particles according to an initial distribution in the
vicinity of the given initial pose.
t−
2. Draw new particles z t−
1 , . . . z N according to pt (z t ).
3. Distribute and propagate each particle according to the covariance Σi of the original
particle and propagate according to a diffusion/propagation model: p(z t+1− |z t− , Σ) =
Gauss(f (z t− ), Σ). Here, the motion model consists of a deterministic motion
model f plus Gaussian noise, and Σi defines the Gaussian covariance matrix.
4. Gradient Descent for each particle z t+1−
with 2 or 3 ICP optimizations:
i
(a) Render model in current pose
(b) Calculate visible model points
(c) For each observed point find the closest model point, which makes a correspondence
(d) Calculate a new pose by minimizing the differences of the correspondences
5. Assign the likelihood, calculated from the residual error.
, . . . z t+1−
, which are within a certain distance d to each
6. Merge particles z it+1−
ik
1
other into one particle z t+1
.
i
7. For each particle z t+1
: calculate the covariance matrix Σi from all the particles
i
z it+1−
, . . . z it+1−
which merged into z t+1
.
i
1
k
The motion model f (z t−1 ) predicts the new pose of the human. In our experiments, we
assume constant velocity. The distance d was chosen to be 4 degrees, such that particles
are merged only if each single joint angle differs less than 4 degrees to a neighboring
particle. The distance check is only applied on joint angles, not on the position of the
body model in the world, because it is highly unlikely, that the same pose is estimated
at different positions. This way additional control parameters are avoided.
The initial covariance for each particle is chosen to equal the distance d, such that
particles are definitely distributed outside the merge area. The covariance is also reduced by 10% each frame. Without this reduction the covariance can increase indefinitely. Especially if only one particle is left in a valley, it is desirable to reduce the
covariance, such that it is ensured, that nearby poses are tested.
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Synthetic data with noise

In order to show the robustness of the new method to noisy measurements we conduct
an experiment on depth data generated with openGL on a synthetic sequence. The motion involves four DOF, the elbow flexion and the shoulder flexion abduct and twisting.
Three example images out of the 176 frame sequence are shown in Fig. 3. The depth
data is calculated from the z-buffer values after rendering the model.
For testing, Gaussian noise with different standard deviations is added to the original
depth data. Fig. 4 shows two views on the depth data and the model in starting pose.

Fig. 3. First frame (left). Frame 60 and frame 176 of the synthetic sequence.

Fig. 4. Two views on the depth point cloud with Gaussian noise (deviation 15cm). Right: The
standard tracking method loses track after a few frames and gets stuck in the pose shown.

The z-buffer image was sub-sampled in order to generate approximately 10000 depth
points. Approximately 750 points are visible on the right arm each frame.
At a deviation rate of 15cm in depth and 1cm in the other directions the normal
tracking methods loses track after a few frames and gets stuck in an arbitrary pose as
shown in the right of Fig. 4.
The multi-hypotheses tracking with 20 particles is able to track the motion correctly
in spite of the heavy noise. The difference to the ground truth is shown in Fig. 5. In
the beginning the estimate is far off with 50 degrees however the plot shows, that the
tracking recovers from the wrong local minimum. For all hypotheses the minimum
difference to the ground truth is taken, because the particle with the largest likelihood
does not always give the correct pose. Plotted is the absolute error in degree over the
whole sequence. The elbow difference is high around frames where the arm is close to
the body as at frame 60 and 105, because the correspondences established with nearest
neighbor are then most ambiguous. Where the arm is far away from the body the noise
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Fig. 5. Difference to ground truth with noise (deviation 15cm). The multi hypotheses tracking is
able to track the whole sequence.
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Fig. 6. Difference of the shoulder abduct angle to ground truth without noise.

on the data does not result in so many wrong correspondences. Therefore, the error is
decreased. Though the error is still large for most frames, because of the heavy noise,
the results show, that the new method can track the motion over the whole sequence.
Without noise the gradient tracking estimates joint angles, whose difference to the
ground truth is close to zero error as shown in Fig. 6 for the abduction angle of the
shoulder. The error is not zero, because the model surface is approximated by the vertices of the model’s triangles. Therefore, the nearest neighbor correspondences are not
perfect.
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Real Data

In order to show the possibilities with our new method, we give further results for a
video sequence, which was recorded in a motion capture lab with 8 cameras at 25fps.
Two of the cameras were arranged approx. 25 cm next to each other, such that stereo
depth estimation can be performed. The stereo algorithm[8] produces dense accurate

Fig. 7. Two views on the input data. Approx 10000 points are shown as white boxes.

results in non-homogenous regions within approx. one minute computation time per
frame. The used effective image size is 512x512. Fig. 7 shows the depth data that is used
as input. The only assumption made here is, that no scene objects are within 80cm range
of the person. Also knowledge about the floor position was incorporated from camera
calibration, which was conducted for the internal parameters with a small checkerboard
pattern according to [21]. This calibration also yields the orientation and distance of the
stereo cameras. The external parameters (orientation of the floor) were then estimated
with a large checkerboard pattern lying on the floor.
The initial pose of the person is provided manually. Estimated are 24 DOF, these
are in detail 3 at each shoulder, one elbow angle, 3 at each hip, one angle for each knee,
one angle at the ankle and 6 parameters for the global orientation and position.
The estimation time on a 2Ghz intel Core2 Duo (1 CPU) was about 2 seconds per
particle and approximately 10000 data points. For 1000 data points and 14 DOF the
computation time is about 200ms per particle.
Fig. 8 shows a few frames from the resulting estimation. The multi-hypotheses
tracking with 100 particles is able to track the whole sequence of 180 frames (first 3
rows in the Fig.), even though one arm and one leg are almost completely occluded
temporarily. Approximately 10000 data points from the complete set of 40000 reliable
data points are used per frame, resulting in a Jacobian of size 30000 × 24.
The gradient tracking method (row 4) is able to track correctly up to 130 frames, but
loses track when the person turns and the body parts become occluded (second image
last row). The gradient tracking method is lost in that case and is unable to recover.
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Conclusions

We presented a new method for motion tracking, that combines gradient based optimization from correspondences and motion tracking with particle filters. The combined
approach allows to track arm motion in spite of heavy noise, where a normal gradient

Fig. 8. Estimation results of the new combined method with 24 DOF (first 3 rows). The figure
shows the original images together with the projected model in the estimated pose (overlayed
in white). The last row shows the estimation results for the ”gradient tracking” for the same
images as in the third row. The ”gradient tracking” loses track, because the right arm gets largely
occluded, and is unable to recover.

descent method fails. Further results on stereo video sequences showed that motion with
24 DOF can be tracked from a single viewpoint. At frames where the normal tracking
gets stuck in local minima and thus loses track, the new method recovers and estimates
correct poses.
The main contribution of the new method is the enhanced motion model, which
includes the shape of the locally convex regions of the probability surface by estimation
of the covariance matrix from merged particles. In that way the number of particles is
used more efficiently and allows to track a higher number of hypotheses.
We will exploit in the future further aspects of the new method: (1) the likelihood
probability of the particle filter allows to easily include image information into the
tracking, as for example motion areas from temporal image differences, (2) increase
speed by parallel processing of particles and (3) include motion recognition probabilities into the motion model.
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